WINTER DANCE SHOWCASE

PRESENTED BY THE PLU DANCE TEAM

DECEMBER 8 & 9, 2023
7:30 PM

KAREN HILLE PHILLIPS CENTER
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
EASTVOLD AUDITORIUM
2023 - 2024
MEMBERS

ABBY LAAS
AUDREY BORLOZ
CADELYN WOOD
CAMILEE BOLAND
ELLA WONG
EMIKO TOYAMA
ERIENNA VONGSADY
HANA SASAKI
HANNAH KHATTER
JULIANA RODRIGUEZ
LAiyAH VELEZ
MARI OYER
MERRET SCHAEPErKOETTER
NOMUUNBILEG ALTANZUL
SORAYA MARTINEZ
TALIA LUEZZI
TAYLOR PIMENTA

Captains: Juliana and Camilee
Coach: Cady Bigelow
Advisor: Rob Thompson
2023 - 2024
DANCES

DANCE THE NIGHT

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: CADY BIGELOW
MUSIC: DANCE THE NIGHT BY DUA LIPA

ABBY LAAS, AUDREY BORLOZ, CAMILEE BOLAND, ELLA WONG, EMIKO TOYAMA, ERIENNA VONGSADY, HANA SASAKI, HANNAH KHATTER, JULIANA RODRIGUEZ, LAIYAH VELEZ, MARI OYER, MERRET SCHAEPERKOETTER, NOMUUNBILEG ALTANZUL, SORAYA MARTINEZ, TALIA LUEZZI, TAYLOR PIMENTA

LABOUR

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: TALIA LUEZZI
MUSIC: LABOUR BY PARIS PALOMA

AUDREY BORLOZ, ELLA WONG, JULIANA RODRIGUEZ, MERRET SCHAEPERKOETTER, TALIA LUEZZI
THE EXIT

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: SORAYA MARTINEZ
MUSIC: THE EXIT BY CONAN GRAY

ABBY LAAS, HANNAH KHATTER, MARI OYER, SORAYA MARTINEZ

GOODIES
WE'RE JUST EXCITED TO SHARE THIS FUN AND HIGH ENERGY PIECE WITH YOU ALL. WE HOPE YOU ENJOY!

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: ERIENNA VONGSADY AND TAYLOR PIMENTA
MUSIC: GOODIES BY CIARA (FT. PETEY PABLO)

CAMILEE BOLAND, ERIENNA VONGSADY, HANA SASAKI, LAIYAH VELEZ, NOMUUNBILEG ALTANZUL, TAYLOR PIMENTA

INTERMISSION
BLOODLINE
AN ODE TO SELF-LOVE AND CONFIDENCE. “I KNOW WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR BUT I’M COMPLETE. I KNOW WHAT YOU NEED, BUT IT WON’T BE ME.”

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: HANA SASAKI AND VENUS NGUYEN
MUSIC: BLOODLINE + POSITIONS BY ARIANA GRANDE

ERIENNA VONGSADY, HANA SASAKI, JULIANA RODRIGUEZ, LAIYAH VELEZ, SORAYA MARTINEZ, TALIA LUEZZI, TAYLOR PIMENTA, VENUS NGUYEN

HALF LIGHT
EXPLORES THE FEELINGS OF SOMEONE ONLY SHARING HALF OF WHO THEY ARE WITH YOU.

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: CAMILEE BOLAND AND HANNAH KHATTER
MUSIC: HALF LIGHT BY BANNERS

ABBY LAAS, AUDREY BORLOZ, CAMILEE BOLAND, ELLA WONG, HANNAH KHATTER, MARI OYER, MERRET SCHAEPERKOETTER, NOMUUNBILEG ALTANZUL
**BUTTONS**

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: CAMILEE BOLAND  
MUSIC: BUTTONS BY THE PUSSYCAT DOLLS  

ABBY LAAS, CAMILEE BOLAND, HANA SASAKI, MARI OYER, NOMUUNBILEG ALTANZUL, SORAYA MARTINEZ, TALIA LUEZZI, TAYLOR PIMENTA

---

**DRACULA**

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: JULIANNA RODRIGUEZ  
MUSIC: DRACULA BY LABRINTH  

AUDREY BORLOZ, ELLA WONG, EMIKO TOYAMA, ERIENNA VONGSADY, HANNAH KHATTER, JULIANA RODRIGUEZ, MERRET SCHAEPERKOETTER, NOMUUNBILEG ALTANZUL
SIGN OF THE TIMES

CHOREOGRAPHY BY: CADY BIGELOW
MUSIC: SIGN OF THE TIMES BY HARRY STYLES

ABBY LAAS, AUDREY BORLOZ, CAMILEE BOLAND, ELLA WONG, EMIKO TOYAMA, ERIENNA VONGSADY, HANA SASAKI, HANNAH KHATTER, JULIANA RODRIGUEZ, LAIYAH VELEZ, MARI OYER, MERRET SCHAEPEPERKOETTER, NOMUUNBILEG ALTANZUL, SORAYA MARTINEZ, TALIA LUEZZI, TAYLOR PIMENTA

Thank you everyone for attending our show! We couldn’t do any of it without your continued support. Stay tuned for PLU’s next show, Jasper in Deadland, running March 14-16!

Special thanks to: Emily Dean, Rob Thompson, Amanda Sweger, and Venus Nguyen
CREW

STAGE MANAGER
EMMA PETERS
ASST. STAGE MANAGER
CADELYN WOOD

LIGHT BOARD OPERATOR
PHOENIX LEISETH

SOUND BOARD OPERATOR
CADEN SEIL

LIGHTING DESIGNERS
ALONNA HALL, BAILEY DELOZIER, CADEN SEIL, DAVID COPE-POWELL, JANE DAVIE, JEREMY MCCARTER, JIMENA SANTANA, LAIYAH VELEZ, MARLEY BJORNSTAD, PHOENIX LEISETH, ZIXUAN GUO

HOUSE MANAGER: RYAN VU
USHER: HAYAT MOHAMMED